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J 63-01 1963 Parana. Brazil Type B

At dawn as a crowd of people stood watching a forest fire, they saw a huge
"basin-shaped" object "of a bright zinc color", 100 ft wide, descend silently
into the burning area, where it hovered 12 ft from the ground for 15 minutes.
2 or 3 °tall, good-looking people" got out of it & walked about picking up burnt
material, stones, eto.

Investigator?

Source? The Humanoids, p. 10&.



1963 Addenda

63" 1963 0200 Parma. Italy
Type A

or, '/S a^?nymous man ™-s driving when he saw aluminous object hovering at
20, m (60 ft) altitude. He got out of his car to watch it. There was some
thing like a television screen", against which 2 small silhouetted figures
were moving. They sat down, a circle appeared around the screen, and "2 other
figures wearing diving suits came out." The glow became redder and the object
rose.

i

Investigator:

,S12/Y/73 F" IZZ0'S ItaliSn CEI11 cataloSue, #36, quoting La Gazzetta diParma



e#-02 Jan. li,JSoo " 2300 San Pietro Vernotico, Italy Typ© A

A farmer saw an object 15 ft long, enveloped in dazzling greenish light,
land in a small village square. Tflhen he went toward it he was paralyzed. The
craft had a transparent dome in which he could see 2 figures moving. After 2
minutes it ascended, emitting a vertical beam of green light. (Witness's name:-
Antonio Do Luca.)

Investigator:

Sources: Vallee, Magonia, p. 290; FSR Ix/4, p. 12.



63-03 February. 1963 Piove di Sacco, Italy Type B

when

ment

the man Climbed into the 6aucer and took off.

Mario Salmaso, a young painter, was walking through snow-covered woods
he saw a huge round luminous object, near which was standing a man in a gar-
which appeared to be made of cellophane. Salmaso took 4 photographs while

Investigator:

Source: Saucer News x/2 (6/63), p. 21.

1963 Corrigenda

53-03 The date was February 10 (?), 1963, time 2000.
The witness was driving when he saw the object, about 10 m (32 ft) wide,

.on the road 70 m ahead. The "man" was wearing "fluorescent overalls." The 4
photographs were supposedly destroyed by Salmaso's father. ' -'

Shdckbh Investigator:

Source; F. Izzo's Italian CEI1I catalogue, #35, quoting Settimana Incom
Illustrata, Feb. 24, 1962, pp. 30-32, and personal communication to F. Izzo.



63-04 April 1, 1963 0530 Chileno Valley, Calif. Type B

Angelo Mostaccioli, a milker, was rounding up cows when he saw a huge, disc
like machine land nearby; the cattle panicked. Several small beings got out of the
saucer and walked about. With considerable difficulty, they caught a calf & took
it into the vessel. Others collected plants & pieces of turf in small containers.
Finally they beckoned to him, but he ran away. A few minutes later the craft took
off with a blue glow and a loud humming noise. At the site was found a scorched
area 10 yards across. "Mostaccioli is well known for his practical jokes."

Investigator: Sheriff -Louis Mountanos.

Source: Petaluma(Cal.) Argus-Courier, 4/l/63.



63~°5 April 13, 1963 2230 Richard's Bay, South Africa ' Type A

While fishing, Fred White heard a high-pitch( i whine, and an enormous

' {,

63-2

green-glowing metallic craft at least 100 ft in diameter, shaped like 2 inverted
soup plates, landed on the beach 50 ft away. Through oval portholes he could see
a control panel, and then aman lopking at him, muscular and wearing a tight sky-
blue coverall and a. metallic "crash fcelmet", with shiny mesh gloves. After ti
minutes the hum was heard again, and the craft rose vertically, then disappeared •
at fantastic speed.

Investigator: Philipp J. Human.

Souroe: FSRIx/5, pp. 21f.



I

63-06 - Spring, 1963 0750 Roosevelt, Utah Type A

i • • •
Sam Brough saw a domed silver object tne size of a small house, emitting a

hum. Shen it was hovering overhead (at an altitude of 30 ft/, he could feel
pressure. He could see a "long, skinny" human face in a window of the object,
which he examined through his riflescope.

Investigator: Joseph Junior Hicks.
i > j

;Source: Frank B» Salisbury,! The Utah UFO Display (Devin-Adair, 1974), pp.
j 17, 240 (case 2.)



63-07 .• May, 1963 1800 Lubeck-Siems, W.» Germany

Investigator:

• |Source: UFOCat, quoting Nachrichten.



63-08 June,! 1963 Marshall,Texas Type G

Glen Brown was fishing in the Sabine River when a 6-ft man with ^halky-white
skin,I dressed in a gray "jump suit" without buttons or insignia, came up & invited
him to visit a spacecraft. He did so, & took a ride in it lasting several hours,
during which they went from darkness to daylight it back again several times.

1Investigator: Dean Stewart (for CUFOS.)

Source: Stewart's letter to Dr. J. A. Hynek of 4/2o/76.



63"09 June 16, 1963 1430 Near Albuquerque. N. M. Type G

Apolinar A. Villa, amechanic, spent from 2:30 to 4 PM riding in a flying
saucer. He has met UFO crew members on 5 occasions; they v/ear tight-fitting one-
Piece uniforms, come from Coma Berenices, and are very friendly. He said they were
interested in New Mexico because of amasnetic fault at Farmington, and predicted
for 1964 a catastrophic Russo-Chinese war. Villa has taken color photographs.

63-3

Investigator: .Martin Paskind (for Albuquerque Journal).

Source: Albuquerque (N. M.) Journal, 4/3q/64.



33-10 July 18, 1963 1400 Near Fern Creek, Kentucky Type C

Four boys 8 or 9 yrs old were playing in a field when they noticed something
like snow falling, that disappeared after reaching the ground. Looking up, they
saw a cigar-shaped object like a small blimp, from which came a disc-shaped object
that disappeared behind woods. A few minutes later they noticed a small being,
5.5-4 ft tall, standing at the edge of the woods. -It wore tight-fitting white
clothes and had a largo helmeted head, with goggles; 2 tube6 ran from the helmet.
The boys approached, throwing clods.of dirt, and the entity pointed a black cylin
drical object at them, hitting tvro. They ran to the house. The wounds were 6-inch
ciroles of "sunburn" that took a couple of weeks to heal. Small, deep footprints'
different from the boys', and 3 impressions 15 ft apart, were found in the field
the next day, as well as a 30-foot circular area in the woods where the vegetation
was crushed.

•''• Investigators: Col. Verne Yahne (for the Air National Guard); Ufa. Earle
•"" (for NICAP); Vto. Terry (for tlUFON).

Source: Special report to MUFON by Hm. Terry.



Late August, 1963 Night Near Syracuse (Onondaga),.New York Type G //*>*£*7" /g6f
i '

H.P., 20 at the time, was driving with her parents from Massachusetts to
Niagara Falls on vacation. On a side trip to Syracuse to visit the art school
where she was thinking of transferring, a strange event occurred, sorae of which
H.P. was unable to recall.

She remembered the car unaccountably stopping alongside a dark road or
highway. She was in back, while her mother and father were in front, the latter
at the driver's seat. Her father left the car to get assistance, leaving the
two women alone. Next thing H.P. recalls Is seeing her father standing in the
front of the car, talking to a strange^, whom she described as a kind of "hayseed"
type dressed in what appeared to be a mechanics coveralls. Next she recalls
her mother being in the back seat with her, clutching at H.P. in great agitation.
The strangerthen reassured her father that the car would operate normally (the
problem with it could not bo recalled), and her father got back in as the man
disappeared into the darkness. The trip then resumed.

In her first hypnotic session with Dr. OLaraar, H.P. described the car
stopped along a dark deserted road for unknown reasons. She described her father
trying to restart it unsuccessfully. In the beams of the headlights, which were"
apparently still functional, she described the image of a featureless figure,
white in color and with no apparent arms or legs, approaching the car; he was
floating just above the road ahead of a localized fog or mist in which four or
five similar figures followed. Her next image was of the immediate area being
brightly lit as if from above and slightly behind, The foliage of trees stood
out sharply in the illumination. Her father was outside of the car talking to
the stranger. Her mother was nowhere to be seen. H.P, remained in the back v,
seat of the car strangely passive and tranquil. : * •%



In the subsequent five hypnotic session*over the;next two months (late 1978)
H.P. described randomdly''the following imagesi a brief image of her mother out
side of the car, standing behind her father with her arms crossed} of being
outside the car herself and observing a lighted, flat-bottom UFO hovering over
the cart of being carried by an entity covered with something similar to "angel-
hair" and with spikes in the place of ears, and of ascending upwards from the
car toward the object} impressions of an interior with console-like instruments
being operated by short, humanold figures} of being allowed to wander down an
empty, curved hallj of beii^ hack in the car, still strangely sedated, listening
to her frightened mother describe being taken on board where she was given a
physical examination; and an image of a crystaline, futuristic city with a very
large moon (ijmch larger than ours) seen against a black sky. There were other
images as well. They were all tentative arid ambiguous and described not neces
sarily in the sequential order given above.

The hypnotic sessions have temporarily been suspended in the absence of
any checkable or documentable bits of information, but will most likely be
resumed again in the near future. *

Investigators! Ted Bloecher, Budd Hopkins, and Dr0 Aphrodite Clamar (Hyp.)

Sourcesi Interviews with the witness by BH &TB in April and May, 19?g,
and from six taped hypnotic regression sessions with Dr. Clamar, com
mencing in October and going through December, 19?80

v SYte 13 uncertain .



63-11 August 9, 1965 2130 Near Ragalna, Italy Type B
*

E. Siragusa's third meeting with UFOnauts (cf. #62-03 and #62-16) took place
beside| an unfrequented road near Hagalna. The saucer, 45 ft in diameter .and sur
rounded by a blue-to-yellow light, hovered a l?ew feet above the ground. From a
stairway projecting from its under part, 2 beings dressed as before emerged and

"dicta-bed to him a message "for all the peoples of Earth." They said also that
they attain the speed of light in a planet's atmosphere, but 100 times that in
interstellar space. Siragusa*s colleagues respect him & do not regard him as a
hoaxer; or a deluded person.

Investigator! Henato Albanesi.

Source: FSR ix/e, pp. lOf; '•



63-12 August 28, 1963 1956 Sagrada Familla (Belo Horizonte), Brazil Type B

Three boys, going out into the garden, saw a transparent spherical object
about 10 ft in diameter hovering 15 ft from the ground. It was illuminated, and
they could see 4 seated figures, all wearing diver's suits with transparent bubble-
helmets. The uniforms seemed to be made of leather, oc had black boots. 2 shafts
of yellow light were then projected downward, and between them one of the "men"
floated down to the ground, and walked to the well where the boys were. He was
much over 6 ft tall, bald, of a red complexion, and had only one eye (which showed
no white) in the middle of his forehead. On his bacFwas a coppery box. Tvhen he
sat down on the edge of the well, one of the boys picked up a brick to throw it at
him; but he wheeled round and directed from his chest a beam of yellow light, which
caused the brick to fall from the boy's hand. He then proceeded to speak to them
in an unknown language, very loudly « with many gestures, describing circles in the
air and pointing at the moon; after which he went back k floated up the light beams

f

to his craft. The globe emitted a brilliant light, rose obliquely without sound,
ft vanished. Spike marks were found in the garden where he had walked.

Investigators: Alberto F. do Carmo & Dr. Hulvio Brant Aleixo (for CICOANI.)

Source: FSR Special Issue jfZ (1969), pp. 28-32.



63-13 Sept. 19, 1963 2000 Saskatoon, Saskatchewan Type B

Four children saw a brightly luminous oval object co.ne out of the north to
hover 20 ft from the ground. A box-like object fell .from the UFO, which then re
turned! the way it had come. The children approached the "box" within 10 or 15 ft,
when a,man 10 ft tall stood up and the "box" vanished. The being wore white robes
"like a monk", had no visible face, and was semi-transparent; he held out his hands
with a moaning sound as he moved toward the children,, who fled in terror. One girl
had to be hospitalized for Z weeks. —The next evening, some of the same children
saw a similar UFO return to the site « fly away; "on the ground lay a 'man', his
arms «hd legs moving." They did not approach.

Investigators; Saskatoon UFO Club.

Source: FSR Special Issue #2 (6/69), p. 55.



1963 Addnnda
i

About October, 1963 Evening Y.r Orlando, Florida j[ype G

An anonymous young woman was driving from kissimmee to Orlando when she
sav a milky-white "disc-shaped thing" over the trees,, -.vhich come right over her
cur, which then, stalled. She then heard a harsh whispering voice pronouncing
vrords that she;could not understand. The UFO departed, leaving her with a headache
that lasted 3 or 4 days.

Some days]later, just after darki she" was again driving to Orlando when, at
the soue spot, 'she saw a bluich-v.'hiterluminous 'disc. She ft It she had to turn her
car off onto a,! side road. Finally the car motor stopped 'and the headlights went
out. She was terrified but could not move. The disc landed] on the road ahead of
her; 2 menlgotjout and walked to the car.- They opened its door and escorted her
to the disp. inside it was a short hall and then a room thejt was "bright but I
didn't seel any)lights", in'which were 2 more men. All'were
with big headsj "wrap-around" eyes, slits for nostrils, and lipless months; they i
had no hair. They put the witness on a table and "ran lights over her1' and put a
rectangular machine "that had hundreds of needles" against her left arm. Then she
was unconscious for a time, until there was a blue light in her eyes and they were
helping he;- tit up. She follovred one of then into on.)-":her roon where there was a
big panel on the wall of various colors, which he tolri her was "a picture of out
side", the trees showing up as red. He accompanied her back to her car, then re
turned to the disc, which rose straight up. Tho wicness had a headache that lasted
for days.

Slip was "picked up" several more tines by the same "aliens", and subsequently
found that she was pregnant. '• "^ Ov/Ep—3

5 ft tall or shorter,



Investigator: Joan O'Connell ;
i

Source: Joan U*Coruiell in New Abl«uitean Journal V/4 {Vc/n)t pp. 23f.



63-14 October, 1963 0900 Whidby Island, Wash. Type B

"Mrs. Brown" saw a gray object about 10 ft loig approach her house and hover
5 ft from the ground. The front was transparent, a .she could see 3 occupants in
side. One ef these, of human appearance, emerged withoufusing any visible door;
he-was clad in asbestos-textured coveralls that covered all but his eyes, the eyes
not being visible, when Mrs. B. cried out "What do you want?", he conferred with
-his companions and replied ''One of our party knows you; we will return:' He then
reentered the craft in the same way he had emerged. The UFO moved slowly around
tne house, then shrank suddenly in size and tilted so that its tail dipped into the
ground. Then it recovered its previous size & took.off, with much steam, smoke, a
flash of light, and noise.

Investigator; Marvin W. Smith (for FSR.)

Source: FSR x/6, pp. 13f.



63-15 Oct. 11, 1963 2300 Sonora, Calif.

; Seeing 3 dull orange lights on a nearby hill, Larry Jacobsen trained a port
able, spotlight on them. Then he saw 3 men dressed in greenish ur.iforms walking

* about a long, metallic green object. Alarmed, he drove away. The next day, webby
strands of gossamer or "angel hair" were jfound on bushes at the site.

'TIV- *Investigator;

Source: Modesto (Cal.) Bee, lo/l6/63.

Type C



63-16 Oct. 12, 1965 0330 JJonte Uaiz, Argentina

Eugenio Douglas was driving a load of coal in a r|ains£onn when he was blinded
by a brilliant white light ahead, and felt intense heat a a prickly sensation. He
lost control, and the truck went into the ditch. Climbing out, he saw that the
light was on a roundish object at least 30 ft high, which was blocking the road. A
door opened in the object, and there emerged 3 enormous human-like beings that he
described as "robots", 12 or 15 ft tall, who wore glowing helmets with short antennas.
They shone several beams of brilliant rod light at him,,which burned him; he drew
his revolver and fired 3 or 4 shots at them, then ran, wrapping his head in his pon
cho. Looking back, he saw the entities returning to their machine, which took off
& proceeded to dive at him repeatedly, each time renewing the burning sensation.
While this was happening, some residents of :.Ionte Maiz who were attending a wake
noticed that the room lights as well as the candles turned red cc then green, and
they felt suffocated, forcing them to rush out, where thjy saw Douglas running toward
them. The street light outside also turned red a then green. Many others iin the
town witnessed this. A doctor found that Douglas was bu:-ned on the face & hands, and
later his truck's wiring was found to be burnt out. At -;he site where he had seen
the giants, footprints nearly 20 inches long were found.

Investigators: C0D0VNI.

Source: FSR Xl/6, pp. 16f:' t/i 6*1"
- —c •• •• - • •• f

Type 5

^





Oct. 21, 1963 2130 Trancas, Argentina Type A

From the Moreno farmhouse were seen, on the railroad tracks 150 yards away,
2 luminous objects connected by a shining "tube" 100 yards long, along which many
silhouettes of human beings were visible passing back ft forth. Three women went
out & discovered that a 30-foot saucer with a small dome on top was hovering only
15 ft away. From its bottom emerged awhitish mist, giving off apenetrating odor
like sulphur. As the white-luminous windows along its rim turned orange, this mist
thickened; then a tongue of flame knocked down the women, inflicting 2nd-de*;ree
burns on the servant, Dora Martina. At the same time 3 more luminous objects ap
peared spaced out on the railway line, and directed "tubular" beams of whitd flight
10 ft wide at the farm buildings, while the nearby one sent a similar column against
the farmhouse itself, causing the temperature inside it to rise .to 104° F, ind il
luminating it like daylight. After half an hour the beam v/as withdrawn, anc all 6 of
the objects flew off together at low altitude. The heat & the odoriferous cist re
mained for many hours. At the site where the nearest UFO had hovered was fcund a
3-foot heap of friable white balls l/2 in. in diameter, and others were fourd on the
railway line. These were analyzed and found to consist of calcium carbonate,
near the site were withered.

irees

Investigators: Alberto M. Astorga, Benjamin Galindez, ft Oscar A. Galindez
(for the Circulo Argentino de Investigaciones Ufologicas of Cordoba.)

Sourfo: FSR 3/71, pp. 14-19.



IS

63"18 Oct. &. 1963 2300 South River ,j||Ti
K

Driving on a back road, Robert w. Smith (
>figures 3 to 4 ft tall run a

greater than that of human runners.

investigators: Ted Bloecher ft Dr. ft Mrs. Roger tfescott (for iiUFON).

63-6

Type & ..

little fibres 3 to 4 ft *„n' "" *"""" 'name conf identiaD saw 3 silvery-graywe ligures 3 to 4 ft tall run across the road 50 ft ahead of him. at a speed

Source: Special report to MUFON by Ted Bloecher J' _SK^J®5J> ;/ Au<y. \e\l^-



1963 Addenda

November, 1965 1530 Atgfona (Rio de Janeiro), Brazil Type G

E. M. (name confidential), 14-15, and his friend Murilo, 20, were at Ata-
fona beach when they saw an Adamski-type UFO hovering nearby, making a buzzing
sound. From this two men 6.5-7 ft tall, dressed in black and wearing "aqualtngs",
with studded belts and rubber boots, descended by floating down a beam of light.
They were handsome, with shoulder-length blond hair & blue eyes. These menfjegan
to dig in the sand with a sort of metal rod. Presently they turned around aid
pointed at the youths, who were crouching behind a sand dune. B. ft M. then
walked up to the men, one of whom went back up to the sauc'er, mounting by a iLignt
beam, and returned with 2 metal headf-bands 1-2" wide, with1 a central button. When
these were bound around the witnesses' heads, they could understand everything that
was said to them, which seemed to be in'perfect Portuguese. The men said; ".I don't
want to hurt you. We are research scientists." They then drew the solar sy;»tem
in the sand, and indicated the fifth orbit (corresponding to Jupiter, thoughfsource
says "Venus.") They invited E. ft M. to go for a ride; the 2 youths entered ihe
beam of light and were lifted up as in an elevator. Inside the UFO was a panel
full of blinking computer-like lights, and 2 padded chairsl, in which the witnesses- •
sat. The bottom of the craft (but not the platform where the boys sat) then began'
to rotate, and the saucer rose vertically. Soon they could see the earth as a blue
ball with 2 white poles. E. then saw a "huge space vehicle" approaching; they
entered it and were carried off by it. Next E. saw a mass of clouds, which the
UFOnauts told him were on their planet, and "were there to protect them from jthe '



intense heat of the sun" (evidently Venus—compiler.') They landed in a cityyof
great glass-like buildings, where many UFOs were flying. The people were all
blond, and resembled the 2 UFOnauts. E. & M. entered a domed glass building]
where they were given a paraffin-like paste to spread overl their bodies to protect
them from the heat. They were then brought food, in the form of cone-shaped
jects 1.5" high; E. did not like their taste, but M. ate several, after which
soon felt ill. Their host gave M. some; oil-like medicine, explaining that he
should have eaten only one of the cones. Then they were taken to see the magnesium
mines: the miners were all Earthmen,'abducted from our planet. i

E.j learned that the planet (now ruled by a king) hadI previously had a lueen,
who had fallen in love ft eloped with a Brazilian pilot; the lovers had flownl'from
Venus toj an island just outside Rio de Janeiro, where theyldied ft were buried'.

.Finally E. ft M. were returned to earth; they were advised to tell nobody of
their'experience. They had been pxasmix absent "a long time" (not exactly speci
fied.') ] : I

Investigators: Prof. Silvio Lago ft Mrs. Irene Granchi.

Source: Mrs. Granchi's Englishjaccount of 7/75J courtesy of Keith Bas-
terfieldl

ob-

he



63-19 November, 1963 Comarruga-Torredembarra,' Spain TyP.|:2

Sr. Sesplugues, a hotel manager, was driving with his wife when they saw,
150 yards away, a black creature the size of a man but without a head, crossing
the road ahead of them.

Investigator:

"Sources: Data-Net v/3 (3/71), p. 13; FSR Sp. Issue #4, p. 48.



63-20 Nov. 16, 1963 Night SaTtwood, England Type C

A reddish-yellow "star" descended from the sky towards John Flaxton (17),
Mervyn Hutchinson (18) and 2 other teen-agers, and passed behind some trees. Then
a bright golden luminescence 15-20 ft across, floating 10 ft above the ground, ap

witnesses. It disappearedpeared in the adjoining field ft seemed to move with the
w seconds later a dark figure shambled out, all black, like a

humanibeing with bat-wings ft no head. The teenagers raa. Some days later a large
expanse of bracken in the wood was found to be flattened, and footprints nearly ^
ft long were found nearby.

behind trees, and a fe

., '-i ,T.nvestigator;

Source: FSR x/2, p. 11.



63-21 December, 1961 Jjipan J Type B

kA"Japand
who spoke to
flew away.

se man reported the landing of an object, from which emerged a being
Him in a language he could not understand, climbed aboard again, ft

Invest ijg;ator;

Source: Vallee, Magonia, p. 296, quoting LDLN.



63-22 Dec. 16, 1963

jCesar T
same time his

surrounded by
face with a

seized an oil

engers on an

railroad track

Night •Sauce Viejo, Argentina Type E

Gallardo, a railway worker, saw lights outside his coach at the
radio went dead ft his carbide lamp went out. Then a being "totally
lights" entered the coach, so intensely luminous that G. covered, his

newspaper. But the entity snatched this away ft tore it up. He then
can, poured some oil into a small bottle that he had, ft left. Pass-
incoming train reported seeing "a luminous man" walking along the

Investigator:

Source; FSR XIl/l, pp. 25f.



D.5-T —

63-23 Dec. 25,!1963| . Night Librevillej Gabon Type B

|A fisherman
creature!! erner
stand, left footp

witnessed the landing of a craft from which a terrifying
jed; it was humanoid in shape. It spoke sounds he could not under-

prints on the sandj ft went back to the'machine and flew off.

Investi ;ator:

Source: Vallee, Magonia, p. 296.


